
 

Design Brief:  
Aquatin Hydrostander: A Novel Device for Pediatric Aquatic Physical Therapy 
 
Problem Statement:  
Aquatic physical therapy is a proven rehabilitation treatment for patients that suffer from             
peripheral limb movement disorders or other movement disabilities [1]–[6]. It is particularly            
helpful in providing therapy for children who suffer from an inability to maintain a healthy               
standing posture or control leg movements. Therapy in an aquatic environment lessens the stress              
of the patient’s weight on their legs, enabling them to more easily control limbs and work on                 
muscle strength [2], [4], [7]–[11]. However, current aquatic therapy methods for children or             
patients with mental disabilities often necessitate the presence of two physical therapists, one of              
whom must focus on holding the patient safely in place while the other engages the patient with                 
the actual exercises. In analogous therapies that take place outside of a pool, standing frame               
devices are used to secure the patients in place, rather than a second physical therapist. Standing                
frames have been proven to be effective for allowing patients with lower limb disabilities to               
engage in proper muscle exercise [12]–[22]. The goal of this project was to design an analogous                
device that would function as a standing frame in an aquatic setting for use in aquatic physical                 
therapy. 
Solution:  
We devised a special device that would serve the same function as a physical therapy standing                
frame but could be instead used in the aquatic pool setting. By taking advantage of the human                 
body’s natural buoyancy in the water, it is possible to maintain the correct therapeutic posture in                
the water with our device without requiring major input from the physical therapist. Thus, the               
physical therapist is freed to engage with the patient in other ways without worrying about               
holding the patient in one place.  
We designated several functional requirements: 

1. The device must be able to secure the patient in the correct upright posture, such that the                 
patient can easily participate in upper body exercises. 

2. The device must take advantage of the aquatic setting and utilize buoyancy to hold the               
patient’s upper chest, head, and shoulders above the water level at all times. 

3. The device must be adjustable to account for various patient body types and sizes. An age                
range of 4-7 years old was selected for the development of our prototype. As such, the                
device must be able to safely support a maximum of 90 lb in water [23]. 

4. A physical therapist must be able to easily access the aquatic stander for the purposes of                
performing therapy, inserting the patient, or removing the patient. 

5. Patient removal from the device in an emergency must be swift and simple. 
6. The device should be easily portable and compactable so that physical therapists can             

quickly deploy the device when needed and stow the device when not in use. 
 
Final Approach and Design:  
To meet these functional requirements, we created an H-shaped standing frame with four distinct              
buoys that would elevate the patient in the center. The H-shape is advantageous because it               
provides an even distribution of buoyant force around the patient. Each buoy consisted of a thin                
PVC pipe with high density polyethylene foam floats attached. They were attached to the device               
via custom 3-D printed polymeric pipe joints that were shaped such that the buoys could be                
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easily folded inward to provide easy compactibility. The joints also made it possible for the               
buoys to be adjusted depending on the space needed by the physical therapist.  
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Figure 1: A: The stander in its folded conformation. The board is turned to a horizontal position to allow the                    
buoys to fold underneath. B: The stander in the fully unfolded conformation. The “H-shape” provides even                
buoyant force distribution. C-D: The L-shaped joints enable the buoys to fold inward without overcomplicating               
the folding mechanisms of the device. 

 
In the center of the buoys, we attached a 24’’ by 12’’ by 0.5’’ cushioned ventral support board                  
against which our patient would lay their chest. In order to prevent redness and irritation, the                
board materials and cushions are made of inert materials that do not react with chemicals found                
commonly in pools nor the skin of humans. The texture of these materials is smooth, and the                 
cushions are lined with polyvinyl fabric, another inert polymeric material often used for seats              
and cushions on boats. This board also features webbing guides to secure the patient via               
cushioned straps, and a foot platform upon which the patient can stand during the physical               
therapy. The board is attached to the device on a rotational axis, such that the board can be                  
moved from a horizontal to a vertical position during therapy. A locking mechanism is used to                
secure the board in one of three possible angles in order to increase device foldability. In its most                  
compact form, the device occupied an approximate space of 33’’ by 24’’ by 8’’. When fully                
unfolded, the device occupied a space of about 45’’ by 55’’ by 24’’. 



 

Outcome: Solidworks stress analysis simulations showed that stress accumulates along the           
curved portion of the custom L joint design and would be indicative of the location of where                 
failure would occur (fig. 2). To address this issue and improve upon the design, the joints were                 
made to be thicker in these critical regions of higher stress accumulation (fig. 2). Furthermore, it                
is critical to mention the joints are 3D printed from PLA resins and would not be as strong as                   
joints made from custom metal fabrication. Custom metal fabrication wasn’t utilized due to             
costs, but would be heavily recommended for a final product that was to be manufactured.  
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Left: the majority stress is exerted upon the curved portion of the L joint. Colorimetric scales indicate                   
regions of high potential for material failure. Distortion of objects in Solidworks appears drastic, but the software                 
amplifies simulated distortions to an exaggerated level that is unrepresentative of the real part. Right: To address                 
stress accumulation in curved regions of the joint, the next iteration of the joints were made to be thicker in stress                     
critical regions to prevent failure.  

 
The current device designed for children from 12-48 months of age who have an average weight                
range between 21- 27 lbs [23]. Underwater, an average X year old’s weight with buoyancy                
forces under consideration is 13.12 lbs. In-pool buoyancy testing indicated that the current             
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stander prototype supports a maximum weight of 36 pounds when utilizing metallic dumbbells.             
While we were unable to perform testing with real patients, we believe that the ability of the                 
device to support dense metallic dumbbells in a pool indicates that it should be able to support                 
the weight of children. This device shows promise to be able to support toddlers, but further                
prototyping and tests are required to confirm this as conclusive.  
 

 

Figure 3: The primary frame and buoys were tested for buoyancy in a swimming pool. The device was able to                    
support a maximum of 36 lbs. Underwater, an average X year old’s weight with buoyancy forces under                 
consideration is 13.12 lbs, assuming the position of the X year old is half above water and half underwater due to                     
the position of the board relative to the middle support. Based on the volume of the plates used, each plate                    
provides a net force down of approximately 4 lbs; at 9 weights plates, the device failed, demonstrating that it                   
supports up to 2.6 times the weight of the average X year old. 

 
Cost Analysis:  

We monitored our budget throughout the design process. By using the costs of individual              
components that were used in the final iteration and using industrial average salaries, we were               
able to estimate the cost of a hypothetical industrial manufacturing process for the production of               
one HydroStander, including packaging and shipping costs (fig. 4). 
 



 

 

Figure 4: The cost analysis shown above estimates the expected production and process costs 
of manufacturing one Aquatin HydroStander.  Total cost is estimated at $189.18 per 
HydroStander, with the majority of production cost attributed to personnel salaries. 

 
There is no guarantee that these cost figures will be entirely accurate after the 

consideration of a production-level economy of scale.  Nonetheless, this cost analysis provides a 
preliminary assessment on which to base pricing.  An industry-standard profit margin of 20 to 30 
percent would yield a price range of $227.02 to $245.93 [24].  This pricing places the 
HydroStander as an extremely price-competitive alternative to several other therapy standers, 
most of which have prices in the range of thousands of dollars [25]. 

The proposed pricing range of $227.02 to $245.93 would allow us to provide a relatively 
inexpensive physical therapy solution for pediatric patients and physical therapists. The positive 
effects of this device for enhancing aquatic therapy combined with its highly competitive pricing 
therefore make this an excellent product for physical therapy clinics to invest in.  
 
Significance: 

We are confident that the introduction of this device into the toolkit for physical 
therapists would have several beneficial effects on the practice of aquatic therapy. Current 
aquatic therapy methods for children with lower body disabilities require multiple therapists or 
assistants for safe execution. Our device enables therapists to independently engage with patients 
without requiring an excessive number of assistants [1], [7], [8], [10], [11]. This can enable 
clinics to accommodate more patients and perhaps schedule more simultaneous aquatic therapy 
sessions. We believe that the Aquatin Hydrostander can also enhance the effectiveness of aquatic 
therapy due to the positive precedent set by the use of standing frames for “dry” physical therapy 
[13], [15]–[22].  
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Addendum:  
We would like to disclose that the recent COVID-19 pandemic has largely disrupted the 

progress of this project, and that we were unable to complete a prototype for patient testing for 
the purposes of the demonstration video. We hope that the content of this design brief has 
provided enough information to illustrate the potential functionality of our device and the impact 
that it can have on the field of physical therapy. 
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